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Isaiah 58:9b-12 
 James 2:14-17    CONNECTIONS 
 
Ty Bragg: (picture of house in Moore, OK) As most of you know, our mission team 
this year went to Oklahoma to aid in the recovery from the tornados which struck 
there last year.  The first was on May 20, 2013 which struck Moore, Oklahoma with 
210 mile an hour winds. (picture of El Reno water tower) The second, striking just 
11 days later in El Reno, with 296 mile and hour winds was considered the most 
dangerous tornado in storm observing history and was the widest ever recorded at 
2.6 miles wide.  Between these two tornados 32 people were killed including 7 
elementary school children and the first 4 storm chasers in the history of storm 
chasing.  Another 385 were injured.  Beyond these deaths and injuries, the storm 
caused an estimated $2 billion dollars worth of damage including the destruction of 
1,150 homes and a medical facility in Moore where most of the damage occurred. 
Nine of us went on that trip and beside myself they included Tiff Carroll, June and 
Mark Eakin, Graham, Max, and Steve Dunn, our pastor Kirby Lawrence Hill, and 
Janet Tennent. 
(picture of Event-1) Our trip would not have been possible without the generous 
support of this congregation which raised close to $2,800 dollars most of which 
came from the proceeds from the (picture of Event-2) wonderful Talent Show on 
June 20 which Sheri Daugherty directed and Ina Rae Cramer produced (picture of 
Event-3) for the enjoyment of all who attended. 
(picture of ODRP sign) Our work in Oklahoma was directed by the Oklahoma 
Disaster Recovery Project which was a collaboration of agencies, including the 
American Red Cross, Catholic Charities, The Salvation Army, Society of St. Vincent de 
Paul, and The Oklahoma United Methodist Church and was organized to conduct 
disaster case management for individuals and families in need of long term 
recovery. (picture of Laurel at meeting) Our point of contact with the Oklahoma 
Disaster Recovery Project was Laurel Redding, the volunteer coordinator who 
assigned us to the two homes where we worked that week. (picture of Matthews 
house) One was a manufactured home owned by Anna Matthews.   The work there 
included repair to the exterior which had been damaged by the storm and on the 
interior, renovation of the bathroom. (picture of Dobbins house) The second was a 
single family conventional home owned by Jennifer Dobbins where our group 
scraped and painted all of the exterior wood trim, removed a patio awning, and did 
work in the rear yard to clear it of debris and overgrown trees and shrubs.  Later 
you will hear more of the details of these two projects and their owners.  
(picture of WUMC) While in Oklahoma Presbyterian Disaster Assistance had 
arranged for us to stay at the Wesley United Methodist Church, in the heart of El 
Reno where (picture of worship at WUMC) at the end of very hot days we very much 
enjoyed the central air conditioning during our meals and through the night. 
Two of our members, Tiff and Janet also did work with several other area 
organizations that provided services to groups affected by the storm.  You will be 
hearing their stories in just a few minutes.   



(picture of van) While some of us flew to Oklahoma because of tight schedules, there 
were four of us, Janet, Mark, June and I who drove there and back and had the 
opportunity to see a lot of open country-side between here and Oklahoma. (picture 
of Waverly) On our way out, a friend of the Smeallies, Marva Rawlings opened her 
home to us in Waverly, Tennessee where we had a chance to sample the local 
barbecue. (picture of Tillie) On the way back we were hosted by Mark Eakin’s 
mother in Louisville, Kentucky.  I left there with a recipe for her lima beans that 
were part of the wonderful meal that she prepared for us.   
(picture of Dobbins house and group) And now for the stories of our team members 
that will focus on the personal connections that each of them made during their 
week in Oklahoma this summer. 
 
Mark Eakin: (picture of Yukon water tower) I’d never heard of many of the small 
towns we visited in Oklahoma: El Reno and Yukon – although we learned many of 
them were home to some country-western singer or another. (picture of Yukon 
grain silo) Besides Garth Brooks, Yukon was best known for fine flour and being the 
“Czech Capital of Oklahoma”. (picture of tornado) But on May 31, 2013, both El Reno 
and Yukon were hit by an EF-5 tornado 2 miles across – the only tornado to ever kill 
professional storm chasers. As much damage was caused to the town by hail as the 
tornado.  
(before picture of Dobbins house) We worked that week on a wonderful house in 
Yukon where the roof had been damaged by hail as large as grapefruit and the 
owner was already unable to care for the house because of an auto accident that 
broke her back. She hasn’t been able to do much to maintain her house since the 
accident, much less repair it from the tornado.  
(picture of debris clearing) Two teams worked on clearing away overgrown brush 
and accumulated debris, as well as (picture of awning removal) removing an awning 
made unusable by the hail. (picture of painting work) The Warner team cleaned, 
repaired, prepped, and painted the facia and eaves around the house as well as the 
gables on the roof. We helped a bit with roof repairs but (picture of roofing work) 
most of that work was done by a great team from Columbia, Iowa with a large 
contingent of youth. They handled the back-breaking work of removing the old roof 
and installing the new roof until it got so hot they couldn’t work up there any more. 
The temperature passed 100 degrees on some days, driving the roofers off the roof 
and people and cattle into whatever shade they could find. (picture of cattle) 
(picture of Jennifer and niece) At the end of the week, we made a connection that 
will stay with us forever when we met Mrs. Dobbins and she expressed her 
gratitude for all we had done. She and her niece were overcome with joy of having 
our teams make the house so much more liveable. 
Also along the way we made another connection. At the first meeting we had been 
warned that the house had a pit bull that we needed to watch out for. (picture of 
back yard work) The dog would have to be chained up in the back yard. Well on that 
first morning I saw some of the Iowa girls walking to the back of the yard. As I 
looked on concerned, the pit bull came running out to the end of its chain and 
flipped over on her back, wagged her tail wildly, and was our friend from that point 
on. (picture of Molly and Graham) 



The last day, the team from Iowa brought some supplies for (picture of supplies and 
cross) Mrs. Dobbins’ cats and Molly and made a signed cross from scrap wood from 
the job. Coincidentally, we had bought a pool that we all signed, (picture of Molly in 
pool) so Molly now has a place to keep cool in the Oklahoma heat. 
 

Graham Dunn: (picture at Graham & Max in bathroom)  Max was unable to be here 
so I am speaking for me and my brother Max. When going on a trip like this you 
always want to give as much as you can! (picture at Graham & Max in with tires) 
However, you also want to get just as much benefit from the trip but in different 
ways. The main lesson or benefit that I got from this trip to Oklahoma was how to be 
part of a team and working for a greater good. (picture of pulling down awning)   
Making connections with one another is how you get the job done. I connected and 
learned from every single person on my trip. I didn’t just learn how to paint or how 
to remove and hang wallpaper, I learned the importence of working and helping 
others and enjoyed the feeling of reward when we have finally finished the job. The 
rewards weren’t just finishing your job, it’s the connections you make and the 
people you meet while you’re there. (picture in front of Dobbins house) I was really 
struck by how grateful the family in Yukon was when we finished the house. 
I must confess however as well.  it wasn’t all work. (picture at Braum’s)   We all 
went to a nearby Braum’s and got ice cream every day after work. One evening we 
went to Cattleman’s café in the Oklahoma Stockyards, (picture of steak) where 
several members our group were introduced to “lamb fries”. (picture of lamb fries) 
Those of you who know what that is know and those of you who don’t you should 
probably keep it that way.   We also visited the Chisom trail, (picture of trolley) rode 
the trolley in El Reno, went to a rodeo in Fairview, Oklahoma. (picture of rodeo) 
Max, Dad, Janet and Ty really enjoyed that.  Our last morning there we went to the 
Cowboy Museum in Oklahoma City. (picture of car & trucks)  It was much better 
than your average museum.   
All in all it was a great trip for us and we did great things as well. 

June Eakin: (picture of orientation) At the orientation meeting that first day, I was 
surprised to find out we were the smallest of the mission teams in the area that 
week. Churches from Pennsylvania and Iowa had come on buses with all 
generations and with many abilities. Some had come along to take care of those who 
labored by preparing meals and supplies, some had come to offer help in the greater 
Oklahoma community, and some had come with construction in mind! In addition to 
hands on hammers, local organizations were glad to have hands for packing school 
backpacks, sorting food, and promoting classes, among other opportunities.  
We visited our two different work sites the first morning. (picture of meeting Anna) 
When I met Anna at her mobile home, I didn’t imagine I would be working to repair 
her bathroom shower, since I was counting on working in the Yukon yard. (picture 
of June working in yard) Just as I was beginning some aggressive pruning there, a 
call came asking if anyone on our team had experience with wallpapering. Since I 
did, Steve and I were off to the store for supplies. (picture of Iowa youth in yard) 
The team working with us in Yukon had plenty of experienced gardeners and 



haulers, so skills were matched with needs as if it were planned from the start. In 
three days of working in Anna’s house, (picture of bathroom before) Steve, Ty and I 
came to realize that while repairing a mobile-home (picture of June in bathroom) is 
very different than an ordinary house, helping Anna was just like helping a member 
of our own family. (picture of completed bathroom) 
One night, we met even more volunteers at the weekly unity meal, (picture of unity 
meal) provided in turns by churches in the Oklahoma City area. Seeing these 
individuals, who had come from many places for the same purpose: building 
community, emphasized the impact that each one made toward a large effort. The 
volunteers from the Methodist Church in Iowa who worked on Ms Dobbin’s house 
with us, shared their Christian pins with us on the final day. (picture of Iowa team) 
That pin will be a lasting memory of the brotherly love of the volunteers and the 
Oklahoma residents that we all experienced that entire week. We are connected by 
need, by hope, by sacrifice, and by Christ. 

Tiff Carroll: (picture of pillowcase project-1) My first full day – Tuesday, July 22nd: 
Worked with Janet & youth from church in Iowa filling large pillowcases for 
children’s safety & security project (picture of pillowcase project-2)  (Coordinated 
by local chapter of American Red Cross).  After lunch, Red Cross leader drove us to 
Moore, OK where we distributed leaflets about “preparedness”. (picture of Moore-1) 
On Wednesday, July 23 I worked with Janet and large youth group from Iowa – 
filling school supplies into backpacks for K-2nd grades. (picture of Moore-2) (picture 
of Tiff) It was a well coordinated effort, led by local organizations and included faith 
groups from several states in the US and regions. We were part of a continuous, 
ongoing effort. 

Janet Tennent (picture of Mark painting in sun) While others in our group toiled in 
the hot sun doing manual labor Tiff and I sought out other ways to make 
connections with people in Oklahoma. I found that Mission work is not limited to 
demolition, construction, painting and other forms of rebuilding devastated homes 
but supporting people in the community in other ways. (picture of backpacks before 
filling) We spent a day working at a local church in El Reno preparing backpacks 
filled with school supplies for needy children. We worked with people from the First 
Church of Christ of El Reno and volunteers from the United Methodist Church of 
Columbia, Iowa. The volunteers formed an assembly line to fill the backpacks with 
the school supplies. Each grade had different lists for the needed school supplies. 
The day we worked filling the backpacks we completed grades pre-K through 3rd 
grade. (picture of filled backpacks) Their goal was 1,000 backpacks for grades pre-K 
to 12th grade. Tiff and I were all set to walk the few blocks back to the United 
Methodist Church where we were staying when one of the local volunteers Jamie, 
insisted on taking us back to the church.  
(picture of food bank) Jamie made arrangements for us to work the next day at a 
local food bank. She also insisted on picking us up and to introduce us to Nicki and 
Marion the couple that ran the food bank. The food bank was very similar to Manna. 
Marion was a retiree from the US Army with 28 years of service. He and his wife, 
Nicki have been volunteering at the food bank for at least 17 years since Marion’s 



retirement. (picture of Janet with food) Needy individuals are given an appointment 
between the hours of 10-2 on appointed days. Marion logs them in at his computer 
than a volunteer helps them fill a basket with canned goods, fresh produce, and 
fresh vegetables. They are also given ample loaves of bread products and enough 
meat to last almost a month. Tiff and I assisted in filling the baskets with food and 
restocking the shelves as they became empty.  
(picture of Janet painting) The work that Tiff and I did made me feel like even 
though we were not working side by side with Warner’s mission team we still were 
making a difference. No matter how small or large the task is every little bit helps 
when it comes to mission work. You can be on site with the mission team or back 
home praying for those on the mission team to do your part. We felt a connection 
with each other on the Mission team as well as a connection and a sense of 
community with the people in Oklahoma and back home in Maryland. If it had not 
been for the support and connection with our congregation and community our trip 
would not have been possible. Thank you one and all for the good you do to make 
connections within our congregation, our community, and communities beyond 
Kensington. 

Steve Dunn: (picture of Steve at saw) My mission to Oklahoma started in 
Pearlington, MS. in 2007 just a few months after Hurricane Katrina devastated the 
Gulf coast.  The first morning we were asked to report to Buzzy Knowles home to 
repair a chain link fence and build a deck. (picture of Bill & fence) The fence seemed 
like a simple enough task, but our first four hours yielded about 20’ of fence up.  I’ve 
done a lot of design and construction work in my life and some have gone well and 
some not so well but, 20’ of chain link fence for 8 people in four hours was a new 
devastating low for me.   
(picture of food at lunch) Around noon we gathered at the small Baptist church 
where everyone in the mission teams and the parishioners were invited for lunch.  I 
hadn’t said anything, but my frustration must have been evident in my expression 
because Rev. Rowles from this church came and sat down at my table.  He said 
Katrina was the best thing to ever happen to Pearlington.  The storm wiped out 
several dilapidated structures and people from all over the world joined by the 
people in Pearlington were building the community back newer and better.  Katrina, 
had in effect “connected” Pearlington to the rest of the world and made it better 
place to live.  He also mentioned that in addition to building Pearlington I needed 
build my community within our group. (picture of water level) That point hit me like 
a 11’ feet of water swamping the Pearl river valley.  I realized to build a fence or a 
deck I needed to build some metaphorical bridges. (picture of team with Buzzy on 
deck) I spent the rest of the week teaching and helping members of the team get 
things done and by the end of the week we’d finished the fence, built a large deck 
and stairs up to it. (picture of Buzzy’s deck) In the twenty minutes or so Rev. Rowles 
and I were together he changed my trip and without exaggeration, my life.   
Since that first mission trip I’ve been on five more trips all memorable and all 
community building opportunities inside Warner and in the world at large. 
(outhouse picture) Over the years a certain community at Warner has developed 
around these trips. (picture of Perlington crew) With due consideration and 



apologizes, to those mentioned and those not.   We can usually count on Ina Rae and 
Sheri to help get us going and us raise some needed support, Kirby and Jan nourish 
us spiritually, physically and pound more than few nails. (picture of New Orleans 
crew) Bill Burns can make almost any jumbled bunch of pictures look like “Ken 
Burns” had some interest in them, Geoff Cope, Harry Trout, Doug Seely, Bill Landfair, 
Liana Aspirias, Tiff Carroll, Susan Bresse and the Eakin’s are all trusted regulars. 
(picture of Cumberland crew) We know each other, our strengths, and more than a 
few funny stories about each other. (picture of Haiti crew) The work, the shared 
mission and experiences both good and bad have connected us in a very special way 
that I can’t quite express but I know it’s there.  
(picture of Sandy crew) Our trip to Oklahoma this summer afforded me a chance to 
reflect on the mission community at Warner, Geoff, Harry, Doug, Susan, Liana and 
Bill couldn’t go this year. (picture of Doug) Some of them might not go again.  That’s 
a loss for Warner and for me personally, but to survive or better yet thrive 
communities both physical and social need to rebuild and renew.  This year to our 
regulars, we added, (picture of team with Dobbins’) Janet Tenant, Max and Graham, 
and Ty Bragg.  Janet’s experience, my boys patience, energy and strength, and Ty’s 
exceptional leadership and good nature helped make this trip as rich as any we’ve 
been on. (picture of Steve & Ty) I’m so very grateful that these individuals extended 
themselves to join us and I hope we built the bridges that will continue to build our 
community and connect us to each other.   

Kirby Lawrence Hill: (start with picture of folks traveling in the van)  You have now 
heard a good bit about our trip.  Why did we go?  It is over 1300    miles from here to 
Oklahoma City and a few miles further than that to get to Yukon and El Reno.  Before 
we went, none of us knew people who had been impacted by the storms.  Certainly, 
there are needs closer to home that also could be addressed.  And yet, the distance 
traveled was part of the strength of the message.  It definitely meant something to 
the Oklahomans that there were people coming from Maryland and from even 
further distances to help with the rebuilding process.  Teams coming long distances 
not only rebuilt homes. (picture of a bridge from the trip We were part of rebuilding 
a bridge to hope. 
(picture of us in our blue shirts) And why are we telling you about all of this?  Please 
understand, our purpose is not to pat ourselves on the back today.  I do give credit 
to those on the team who used vacation time to travel a long way to work in very hot 
conditions.  (picture from the Event) I also give credit to the home team, who came 
out in a big way to participate in and support “The Event” to enable the trip, who 
also followed the stories from our week of service on Facebook, and prayed for us 
while we were gone. (picture of us with workers from other places at dinner But, all 
in all, it was a blessing to get to go, to work with our own group and with others, to 
get to visit with people who were very appreciative of our time and efforts, and to 
get to be a part of the healing that God is bringing to those who suffered such loss.  
picture of us at the Murrah museum) One day during our week we stopped working 
a little early so we could go to a museum that dealt with another tremendous 
tragedy. picture of wall at the Murrah museum Some of you will remember April 19, 
1995 when Timothy McVeigh parked a truck filled with explosives next to the 



Murrah Federal Building in downtown Oklahoma City.  One hundred sixty eight 
people died from that human-induced tragedy. picture of workers at blast site)  But 
a large part of the exhibit at the museum had to do with the volunteers who 
streamed in trying to save lives of those injured and trying to minister to those who 
had experienced emotional devastation.   
(picture of Dobbins house before restoration) It is a great blessing to get to be part 
of God’s wave of care for those who are broken.  It is a great blessing to get to be a 
part of those who in our house restoration efforts not only get to be the repairers of 
the breach, as our Isaiah passage referred to it, but who also get to be repairers of 
the breach between faith and works, as our passage from James mentions.   
A faith that has yet to find a way to reflect God’s goodness and love to others looks a 
bit like a storm-damaged disheveled house.  (picture of Dobbins house after 
restoration)  But through getting to live out, with this congregation’s support, a 
combination of our faith with our works, we experience a restoration similar to the 
renovated houses in Oklahoma. (picture of team wearing blue shirts) We give 
thanks that God didn’t just work through us, but worked within us at the same time.  
God’s purposes were even greater than our own in making this trip.  And what’s best 
of all is that God isn’t through with us yet.   


